
1. Bookmark: Questions, read the section  BEFORE reading this book  
   then initiate a discussion;

2. Book: Read the book encouraging the discussion while reading. (You can let the child    
    choose which planet he want to start with.);

3. Bookmark: Questions, continue to discuss according to the questions
     AFTER reading this book;

4. Posters: present the Planet SUNSHINE and the Planet STORM posters,  
    read the statements and initiate a conversation;

5. EMOTIONS Journal: explain the use of the EMOTIONS Journal. Refer to the  
    instructions and the example on the first pages of the Journal;

6. The page “Mika on my Planet”: distribute this page and use it to describe the  
    Mika’s planet concept also to relate with the EMOTIONS Journal. Initiate a discussion     
    on a variety of emotions or topics that could help the child create his own planet.  
    Ask the following questions: If you had to create your own planet, how would you  
    name it? How would you describe it? Then invite the child to personalize his planet,  
    either through a collage, a drawing, a painting or other;

7. Coloring page : hand out the Mika and Emoji coloring page.

Thank your to care for children’s well-being.

NB: The author authorizes the reproduction of these three pages. Any modification is subject to prior validation by the author.
Email: info@lesplanetesdemika.com
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Mika on Planet SUNSHINE 

and Mika on Planet STORM

www.lesplanetesdemika.com



NAME:

• Today, I would like to say  
   thank you for:

• I prefer the Planet:

• I choose the following  
  name for my planet: 

• Describe your planet: 

SUNSHINE STORM 

Mika on my Planet

www.lesplanetesdemika.com
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NAME:

Join Mika and Emoji 

for a wonderful journey 

on their planets!

www.lesplanetesdemika.com


